Maintenance Sheet
Adjusting tension knobs
1. Tighten tension knobs evenly until they are hand tight. Do not over tighten.
2. Back knobs off two turns each.
3. If further adjustment is needed adjust knobs evenly.*
*over tightening blades will result in shorter blade and motor life and may void warranty.
Cleaning the basket and cutter.
(Clean before storage or every 250 units)
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Loosen the blade tension screws half way
Loosen the motor hub bolt located on the inside of basket
Remove basket and keyway*
Loosen the blade tension knob completely
Remove blade*
Saturate basket and blade with olive oil and let soak
Remove build up with alcohol and rag
Insert blade into drum and tighten tension knobs half way
Carefully insert basket onto hub. Replace keyway and tighten hub bolt.
Tighten tension knobs evenly until they are hand tight. Do not over tighten.
Back knobs off two turns each.
Turn on machine with safety shield in place and lube blades with olive oil through oiling hole.

*Use protective gloves.

Basket lid and safety shield.

1. Use only safe non ammonia cleaners appropriate for Plexiglas
2. Store flat out of weather to avoid warping

Oiling basket
Every so often an oil or lubricant is needed to be sprayed directly on the basket while the machine is running. Pam Olive
Oil spray is recommended, as it is not harmful or toxic if ingested if it should happen to get on the product of choice.
There is no specific amount of time that should pass before lubricating the machine, but it is recommended that upon
starting the machine and upon hearing any unusual sound or noise coming from the machine lubrication should also be
applied immediately, resulting in a cease of the noise. Failure to lube basket will decrease the TrimPal’s overall
performance and ultimately, reduce its total lifetime.

